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Occhiolism: the awareness of the smallness of your perspective. This work
explores how we see the world, and it creates a new way from which to view it. I
deliberately placed miniature figurines in locations that would emphasize the
juxtaposition of big and small while keeping an element of mystery. My work lets the
viewer reflect their own isolated world during the pandemic. I hope my art is a comfort
for those who feel alone. I was inspired by previous lens art student, Jenna Roseman’s
work. My research on Roseman’s photos as well as the art of miniature photographers,
Pierre Javelle and Akiko Ida, generated ideas on how to use a shallow depth of field
and a creative use of space to make my art visually compelling.

I successfully used scale and color. I learned new ways to utilize aperture to
highlight my subject, and my use of color heightened the mysterious mood of the
photos. These elements created a new perspective from the miniature figurines’ point of
view and made for a more captivating composition. I approached this project with a
general idea of where I would take my photos, but my piece might have been better if I
used professional lighting. My images would have been clearer, and I would have been
able to take less time editing in post-production.

During a Color on Purpose presentation in class, I was introduced to Wes
Anderson. He taught me placing complimentary colors together can make for a more
intriguing work of art. The photographs by Roseman, Javelle, and Ida pushed me to
experiment with aperture, and helped me to skillfully use depth of field to my advantage.
I learned how to master matching the correct exposure, and I discovered new ways to
uniquely use color. I enjoyed accomplishing this project, and I am proud of how I
achieved my goal of creating a miniature world. People are reminded of their own
experience in isolation, and they can feel connected through my art.
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